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A new family of tree automata is s tud ied- - the  "context-dependent  tree 
automata" (CDTA) .  The  CDTA are a generalization of the standard root-to- 
frontier tree automata studied over the past decade. The  CDTA permit  l imited 
"communicat ion"  between different loci of the input  tree. Th is  communicat ion 
mechan ism permits CDTA to recognize many  languages of trees not recognized 
by standard tree automata such as those defined by Thatcher ,  Doner, and 
Rounds.  For example, nondeterminist ic  CDTA recognize sets of trees whose 
frontiers are arbitrary recursivety enumerable sets. However, there are simple 
recursive sets of trees which no nondeterminist ic  CDTA can recognize. The  
CDTA recognize "h igh ly  t ransparent"  derivations of many  context-dependent 
languages. These derivation trees are not generated by any context-dependent 
grammar.  The  determinist ic CDTA are not closed under  any of the Boolean 
operations. The  nondeterminist ic  CDTA are closed only under  union. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents a new family of tree automata--the context-dependent tree 
automata (CDTA). The CDTA are a generalization of the standard root-to- 
frontier tree automata (STA) studied extensively over the past decade (Rabin, 
1967; Rounds, 1970). Tree automata which process trees from frontier-to-root 
have also been studied (Doner, 1965, Thatcher and Wright, 1965) and it is 
known that the nondeterministic versions of these two models are equivalent. 
One limiting factor in standard tree automata in either form is the "localness" 
of the state transition mapping. Using STA it is impossible to coordinate the 
processing of two or more physically "distant" subtrees in the input tree. Thus, 
it is known that STA can recognize only sets of trees whose frontiers are context- 
free languages (Thatcher 1967). The CDTA permit limited "communication" 
between various subtrees of the input tree in much the same fashion as the 
heads on a multitape finite-state automaton can be coordinated to relate infor- 
mation stored on separate tapes. This communication greatly increases the sets 
of trees which CDTA can recognize. For example, the deterministic CDTA 
recognize sets of trees whose frontiers are arbitrary recursively enumerable sets. 
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The nondeterministic STA can recognize only trees whose frontiers are context- 
free languages. However, there are recursive sets of trees which no nondeter- 
ministic CDTA can recognize. The CDTA recognize "highly transparent" 
derivations of many context-dependent languages. These derivation trees are not 
generated by any context-dependent grammar. 
CDTA in part address the problem of recognizing derivations of context- 
dependent languages which are more transparent than those of context- 
dependent grammars. In this respect, this work partially overlaps that of 
Rosenkrantz (1969), who developed the programmed grammar. However, 
programmed grammars are a language generation scheme, while CDTA recognize 
trees. Furthermore, programmed grammars do not explicitly indicate the 
relationships which exist between various subtrees in as clear a manner as do 
CDTA. The programmed grammar derives its increased power over that of a 
standard generative grammar by a set of "goto" statements a sociated with each 
production which control the order in which productions are applied. Thus 
relationships between subtrees are implicit in the ordering of production 
applications by the goto fields. The CDTA explicitly associates such subtrees 
through a simple state assignment process. 
2. CONTEXT-FREE TREE AUTOMATA 
This section reviews the basic definitions and properties of standard root-to- 
frontier tree automata (STA) as defined in (Rounds 1970) and introduces a 
slight variant of the STA, the context-free tree automaton (CFTA). 
Before discussing automata further, we first present a few notational con- 
ventions. In this paper r w ] denotes the length of string co or the cardinality of 
set co; n is the set of integers {1, 2,..., n}; and ~ denotes the empty string. 
DEFINITION 1. Suppose Z' is a finite nonempty alphabet, and Pz is a finite 
nonempty set of ordered trees of unit height labeled by 27. Pz + is the closure of 
Pz under tree composition. | 
Pz + shall serve as the input domain for the tree automata defined later. 
DEFINITION 2. Two labeled ordered trees p and q are label isomorphic 
(p ~ q) if they are indistinguishable up to a renaming of their nodes. | 
DEFINITION 3. A context-freegrammar (CFG) is a 4-tuple G -~ (N, T, S, P) 
where (i) N is a finite nonempty set of nonterminals; (ii) T is a finite nonempty set 
of terminals; (iii) S ~ N is the start symbol; and P, the productions, is a finite 
nonempty set of pairs of the form (A, w) where A ~ N and w 6 (N t3 T)+, the 
catenation closure of (N k)T)  excluding A. (A, w)~ P is often written as 
"A -+ w." | 
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DEFINITION 4. A context-free grammar G is said to generate a set of 
sententialforms a  follows: 
(0) S, the start symbol, is a sentential form. 
(1) I f  x = x 1 "" x~ is a sentential form where each x i ~ (Nu  T), and 
(xi , w) e P, then x I "" xi_lwxi+ 1 "" x~ is also a sentential form. 
The set of sentential forms of G is denoted sen(G). The language of G, L(G), 
is sen(G) (3 T+. II 
DEFINITION 5. A context-free (root-to-frontier) tree automaton (CFTA)  is a 
4-tuple (S, M,  so, F) where S is a finite nonempty set of states; s o ~ S is the 
initial state; F_C S is the set of final states; and M is a function over S ~ Px 
defined by 
M(s ,  p )  = {(Sll ,... ,S l r ) , . . .  , (S~nl ,... , Star)) ,
where s~S;  for each i~rn ,  j~r ,  s i zes ;  and I frontier(p)[ = r fo rp  EP. | 
CFTA B is sometimes called a nondeterministic CFT./I (ndCFTA).  If, in 
addition, m = 1 for each (s, p) ~ S X Pz ,  then B is also a deterministic CFTA 
(dCFTA).  
A CFTA processes an input tree from root to frontier by assigning states to 
the tree nodes. Whether or not the automaton recognizes the tree is dependent 
upon the states eventually assigned to the frontier of the tree. 
DEFINITION 6. A CFTA B assigns tates to the nodes of t ~ Pz + as follows: 
(0) Initially, the root of t is assigned initial state s o . 
(1) Suppose d is a node of t which has been assigned state s; d roots tree q 
which is label isomorphic top  a Pz ; and M(s, p) = {(s n ,..., sly),... , (sin1 ,..., s~,)}. 
Some member (sa,..., six ) of M(s, p) is nondeterministically selected and for 
each j ~ r, the j th  frontier node of q is assigned state sij • | 
DEFINITION 7. A CFTA B recognizes tree t a Pz + if there is a nondeter- 
ministic choice of statc assignments such that each node on the frontier of t is 
assigned a final state. I f  B does not recognize t, then B is said to reject t. The 
language of a tree automaton is the set of trees which it recognizes. | 
Definition 5 differs from that normally encountered in the literature 
(Rounds, 1970) in that the transition map M is a function of the state of the 
automaton and a tree of unit height, rather than just the state and a single node. 
The CFTA corresponds to a STA with one level "look-ahead." This makes the 
dCDTA somewhat more powerful than the dSTA, but still less powerful than 
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the ndSTA in terms of the languages recognizable. The change in M witnessed 
in the CFTA is necessary for consistency with the context-dependent tree 
automaton defined in the next section in which the one level look-ahead is 
critical. 
THEOREM 1. The dCFTA recognizable languages are a proper subset of those 
recognized by ndCFTA. 
Proof. The language 
L = {A(A(A)  A(A) ) ,  A(A<B) A(A) ) ,  A (A(B)  A(B))} 
is not recognized by any dCFTA. This follows from the fact that any dCFTA 
which recognizes all of the trees in L must also recognize A(A(A)  A(B) ) .  A 
ndCFTA which recognizes L is 
where 
B = ({So, s¢, s~, s~, s~},M, So, {s¢}), 
M(so, A<AA)) = {(s~, s~), (sz, s~), (s2, s2)}, 
M(s~, A<A)) -- {(s~)}, 
M(s 2 , A(B) )  = {(sl) },
and M assigns r , the "reject state" to each frontier node of p for every other 
pair(s,p) ~S × Pz.  [ 
It is easy to show that the ndCFTA recognize the same languages as ndSTA 
and therefore the CFTA recognizable languages form a Boolean algebra 
(Thatcher, 1967). We next review the important relationship between context- 
free languages and STA, and state without proof several elementary properties 
of CFTA. 
DEFINITION 8. The yield of a subset of Pz + is the set of frontiers of the 
elements of that subset. | 
THEOREM 2 (Thatcher, 1967). A language is context-free if and only if it is the 
yield of a language recognized by a ndSTA. 
We state without proof two theorems which relate the STA and the CFTA. 
THEOREM 3. The ndCFTA and ndSTA_ recognize the same set of languages. 
THEOREM 4. A language iscontext-free if and only if it is the yieM of a language 
recognized by a ndCFTA. 
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Rounds (1970) showed that there are context-flee grammars whose derivation 
trees are not the language of any dSTA. This does not hold true for the dCFTA.  
DEEINITION 9. Let t and t' be in P~+ L; Z', where ,~ is a set of nodes labeled 
by Z. The composition of t '  to t at frontier position i, C(t, t', i) is defined induc- 
tively by 
(0) C(c, t', 1) is defined if and only if the label of c is the label of root (t'). 
In that case, C(c, t', 1) = t'. 
(1) For t = c(t 1 "" tn) , C(t, t', m) is defined if and only if 0 < m 
] frontier(t)] ; and the label of root (t') is the label of the ruth frontier element of t. 
In that case, there are unique non-negative integers x, y, and z such that 
and 
and 
Then 
[ flontier(@l + "" + X flontier(t._~) I = y 
frontier(tx) ] = z 
y<m~y+z.  
C(t, t', m) = c(tl "" tx_aC(t~ , t', m --  y) t~+~ ... t~). 
C(t, t', m) is often abbreviated by t o ~ t'. 
DEFINITION 10. Let G = (N, T, S ,P )  be a context-flee grammar. A 
derivation of sentential form z ~ sen(G) is a sequence 
Zo, (Zl, h i ,P1), '" ,  (Zm, rim,Pro), 
where z0 is a single node with label S, frontier(z~) = z, and for i ~ m,  
n i 
Z i = Z i _  1 o 'p i  
where Pi is a tree of unit height Co@ I .." %) such that (c o , c 1 ... %) E P. 
zm is a derivation tree of z. | 
THEOREM 5. The derivation trees of the language of each context-free grammar 
are the language of some dCFTA.  
Proof. Let G = (N, T, Z, Q) be an arbitrary CFG.  Define dCFTA B = 
((So, s~, sl, Sr, s¢}, M, So, (sl}) where Pc satisfies 
x .  --* x~ ... x .  e Q ~ xo(x l  "'" xn)  e Pc  
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and 
M(so , Xo(Xl "'" x~)) = (s, ,..., s,) if x 0 :# Z 
= (sl*,..., sn*) otherwise, 
M(s~,  x0(x l  " x . ) )  = (sl*,..., ~,*), 
M(~ , XoiX~ ... x , ) )  = (s~ ,..., st), 
where st* ~ s s if x i ~ T and si* = s 1 otherwise. Then B recognizes t ~ P~+ 
if and only if t is a derivation tree of a member of L(G). | 
CFTA can recognize sets of trees not generated by any context-free grammar, 
but CFTA are not powerful enough to recognize any subsets of Pz + whose yield 
is not context-free. Buttelmann (1975) investigated tree automata which recognize 
the derivation trees of context-dependent grammars; i.e., generative grammars 
whose productions have the form "A-+ w/x_y"  which means that string A 
may be replaced by string w in a sentential form provided that the immediate 
left context of A is string x and the immediate right context of A is string y. 
The restricted applicability of productions depending on the presence of local 
context is used as a simple "communications" tool to establish global constraints 
on the frontiers of trees necessary for the generation of such non-context-free 
sets  as  
(a~b"c ~ ] n ~ I) ,  { a"~ I n ~ I) ,  {a 2" ] n ~ I) ,  
where I is the set of positive integers. However, because the use of local context 
for global constraints is so awkward, the derivation trees typically contain a 
great deal of communication verbage which obscure the structure of the derived 
language. This is illustrated in Example 1 which gives a context-dependent 
grammar for a~b~c ~and a derivation tree for the string aSbSc ~. 
The CDTA introduced in Sect. 3 have more powerful communication 
mechanisms than CFTA and are thereby able to recognize a considerably 
larger class of languages. 
EXAMPLE 1. A context-dependent grammar for {a'~b~cnln~I} (due to 
Buttelmann, 1975). 
S -+ aSAC,  
S -+ abC, 
c - , .  X/,~_A, 
A -+ Y/X_;t,  
X - -+ A/~ Y, 
Y -÷ C /A  A, 
A --+ b/b_A, 
C-...+ c. 
Figure 1 shows the derivation tree of aSb3c 3. Note how clumsy the tree is. | 
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F IG .  ].  
S 
a S 
~ ~ c  
i I 
& b/~C Y X 
X C A 
D I j 
A X Y 
t l J 
b A C 
I X 
b c 
A C 
I i 
Y c 
I 
C 
l 
c 
Derivation tree of aabac agenerated by a context-dependent grammar. 
3. DETERMINIST IC  CONTEXT-DEPENDENT TREE AUTOMATA 
This section introduces a new class of tree automata which was motivated in 
the close of the preceding section. The context-dependent tree automata (CDTA) 
assign states to the frontiers of physically separate subtrees imultaneously as 
a function of the joint state of the roots of those subtrees. 
DEFINITION 11. A deterministic context-dependent tree automaton (dCDTA)  
is a 4-tuple (S, M, So, F) where S is the state set; s o ~ S is the initial state; 
F __C S is the set of final states; and M is a function defined over a finite subset of 
where 
^ 
S X (2zxuz), 
M(s, O = @1, DO,..., (s,, D,)}. 
For i ~ n, sl ~ S and D i is an ordered subset of the nodes on the frontier of the 
elements of C. The ordering relation is that node d of tree t ~ Di precedes node 
d' of t' ~ Di if (i) t precedes tree t' in the ordering of C; or (ii) t = t' and d 
precedes d'  in the leftmost derivation of t. In addition, if D i = Dj,  then 
si = st. Not every tree in C may have height zero. | 
Definition 11 is more complex than that of CFTA because a dCDTA assigns 
states to sets of nodes while a CFTA assigns states just to indivudial nodes. 
The nodes to which a dCDTA assigns states must be ordered to distinguish 
between odes with the same label. 
DEFINITION 12. A dCDTA assigns tates to the nodes of t 6 Pz + as follows: 
(0) Initially, the root of t is assigned state So, and {root(t)} becomes a set 
of associated nodes. 
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(1) Suppose {d 1 ,..., d~} is an ordered set of associated nodes which have 
been assigned state s; d 1 ,..., d~ root trees ql .... , q~, respectively in t; for each 
i t  m,  qi ~ Pi;  for i < j ,  qi precedes qj in a leftmost derivation f t; and 
M(s, {p~ .... ,p~}) = ((s~, D~),..., (s, ,  Dn) ). 
Then for each Di,  associate the frontier nodes of the members of ql ,..., q~ 
which correspond to the frontier nodes of Pl ,...,P~ in Di,  and assign these 
associated nodes in qz ,..., q~ the state si . | 
DEFINITION 13. A dCDTA B recognizes tree t E P~+ if every set  of associated 
nodes which as just frontier nodes in it is assigned only final states and each 
frontier node belongs to at least one such set. Otherwise, B rejects t. The language 
of a dCDTA is the set of trees which it recognizes. | 
For each pair (s, C) in the domain of M, C must have at least one tree of unit 
height. This restriction guarantees that the assignment of states to nodes in the 
tree will terminate; i.e., that only a finite number of state assignments can be 
made to the nodes of any input tree. For CFTA this same property is achieved 
by defining M as a function of the state of the machine and a tree of unit height. 
By allowing some but not all members of C to be single nodes, it is possible for 
a single node of an input tree to be associated with many different nodes during 
successive assignment steps. Intuitively, this means that a single node may be 
used repeatedly in different contexts to determine if the tree is part of the 
machine's language. CFTA cannot do this. 
A set of nodes can also be assigned more than one state during the assignment 
process. The parents of a set of associated nodes can belong to a number of 
different sets of associated nodes. Each of the latter sets can, in conjunction 
with their state, be mapped by M to different states. The rationale for allowing 
multiple state assignments to a single set of nodes is the increased flexibility it 
brings to the automaton. Intuitively, states are assigned to nodes as intermediate 
steps in verifying that the input tree is of a certain pattern; i.e., that of the 
language of the automaton. In a finite-state string automaton, the machine 
processes only one character of the input string at a time and so the automaton 
has only one state at a time. In a tree automaton, however, the machine xamines 
several points in the input tree in parallel (at least conceptually). Each exami- 
nation point reflects a search for a different subpattern. A. successful search for 
each pattern leads to recognition of the tree. Failure to find even one pattern in 
the tree structure leads to rejection. In a tree a single subtree can be part of more 
than one pattern. By allowing a set of subtrees to be assigned more than one state, 
the dCDTA can test whether all pattern constraints are satisfied by the tree. 
A CFTA cannot do this. 
Since M has a finite domain, not every set of nodes in an input tree need be 
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associated. Indeed, some nodes may not belong to even one set of associated 
nodes. However, for recognition, every frontier node must belong to at least 
one set of associated nodes which contains just frontier elements and every such 
set to which it belongs must be assigned only final states. Thus, at the conclusion 
of the search for all patterns, characterized by associated frontier nodes, all 
pattern searching must be successful. 
Before introducing a few examples of dCDTA we present one simplifying 
notation. In what follows we will often use 
(s, Pl "" P,,) -+ (sl , DI),..., (s,~ , D~) 
to stand for 
M(s, {p~ ,..., p,,)) = {(s~, D~) ..... (s~, D,~)}. 
The automaton model is sufficiently complex to warrant several examples to 
clarify- its operation. Three examples are presented next. Examples 2, 3, and 4 
are of dCDTA which recognize derivation trees of the three context-dependent 
languages 
{ a~bnc'~ [ n ~ [}, {a n2 [ n ~ I}, {a ~ '~ [ n ~ I), 
where I is the set of positive integers. Note that in all three cases the syntax 
trees closely "reflect" the strings along the frontier. Compare the tree in Fig. 1 
with that of Fig. 2. 
FIG. 2. 
s 
A B C 
1 t i 
a t3 C 
Der ivat ion  t ree o f  a3b3c 3 recogn ized  by  a CDTA.  
EXAMPLE 2. A dCDTA which recognizes trees whose yield is 
{anb~c~ i n ~ 1}. 
Pz  = {S<ABC},  A<aA},  B<bB}, C<cC}, A<a}, B<b}, C<c}}, 
B = ({So, ,1,  sl}, M,  So, {s~}), 
M is given by 
(So, S<ABC})  ~ (s~ , ABC) ,  
(s~ , A<aA} B<bB) C<cC}) -~ (s~ , ABC) ,  (ss , abc), 
(sl , A<a) B<b) C@}) --+ (sl , abc). 
A derivation of the string a~b3c 3 which is recognized by B is given in Fig. 2. 
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EXAMPLE 3. A dCDTA which recognizes trees whose yield is 
{ a"~ [ n e I}. 
Automaton B relies upon the recursive relation 
n ×n=(n- -1 )  X (n --1) + 2n --1. 
P.v = {A<AB), A<a), B<CD), C<aC), C<a), h<a), h(aC)}, 
B = ({So,..., s~, s~), M, s o , {sl}), 
M is defined by 
(s o , A<AB) ) -+ (s 1 
(sl , A<AB) B<CD)) --~ (s 2 
(sl, A<a) B<CD))--+ (sf 
(s2 , B< CxD) C<aC2) ) --+ (s4 
(~, C<a~C,> c<,~c~>) -~ (;~ 
(s 3 , C<alC) D<a2) ) -~ (s, 
(s~, c<~Q> c<~c~>) --. (s,, 
(~,, c<a~> c<a~>) --. (s~, 
(Ss, C<alC1) Cfa2Cz> ) -+ (Sf, 
(s~, C<a~C> <a~>) -+ (s~, 
(s6, C<a>) --~ (s I , 
A derivation tree of a 3~ is shown in Fig. 3. | 
AB), 
BC), (s~ , AB), (s2 , CD), 
a), (Sa, CD), 
C1C2), (s2, CID), 
c~c~), (s~, a~=~), 
C), (sf , ala2), 
CLC2) , (so, .ia2), 
ala~), 
ala~), (s~ , ClC~), 
alaz), (s6, C), 
a). 
[EXAMPLE 4. A dCDTA which recognizes imple trees whose yield is 
{as" l n ~ I}. 
P~ = {A<AA), A<a)}; 
B = ({,o, s~, sA, M, So, (sA); 
A 
A' B 
A ~ " ~  B C ~ ' - - / ~ ~ D  
a C D a C a C 
a C C a C a 
a a a 
FIG. 3. Derivation tree of a 3~ recognized by a dCDTA. 
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M is defined by 
(so, A(AtA2)) -~ (st, AtA~), 
(so, A<a)) -+ (sf, a), 
(st, A<&&> A<&A~>) -,. (sl , &&) ,  (st, &&) ,  (s, , &&), 
(st, A(al) Afa2)) --+ (ss , arab). 
A derivation tree of a 23 is shown in Fig. 4. | 
A 
A 
A A A A 
aa  aa  a a  aa  
FIG. 4. Derivation tree of a ss recognized by a dCDTA. 
THEOREIVI 6. The languages recognized by dCFTA are a proper subset of the 
languages recognized by dCDTA. 
Proof. Every dCFTA is a dCDTA in which M is defined over all of S × Px 
and only one node is in any associated set. That the relationship isproper follows 
from Examples 2, 3, and 4 and Theorem 4. | 
The dCDTA is clearly a more powerful automaton model than the ndCFTA 
in that the dCDTA can recognize languages whose yield is context-sensitive 
while the ndCFTA cannot. However, as the Theorem 7 shows, there are also 
languages recognized by ndCFTA which cannot be recognized by any dCDTA. 
TI-I~OI~EM 7. The languages" recognized by dCDTA and dCFTA are 
iucomparable. 
Proof. Examples 2, 3, and 4 and Theorem 4 establish that the languages 
recognized by dCDTA are not a subset of those recognized by ndCFTA. To 
show the converse is true, consider the language formed from the set of trees 
over Pz = {a@a)} which have a weight divisible by 3. Call this language L. 
A ndCFTA which recognizesL is ({So, st, s2} , M, So, {So} ) where M is defined by 
M(so, a<aa)) = {(so, s2), ( 't ,  s,), (s~, ,o)}, 
M(st,  a<a~)) = ((s0, So), (sl, s~), (s~, 't)}, 
M(s~, a<aa>) = {(,0, sO, (st, So), (s~, s~)}. 
The theorem follows immediately if there is no dCDTA which recognizes L. 
Suppose by way of contradiction that such a dCDTA B = (S, M, So, F) does 
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exist. Consider atree t ~ Pz + which has weight 3n + 2 for some positive integer n. 
B rejects t. Hence by definition of rejection, either there is one or more frontier 
nodes of t which is never associated with any set of nodes or there is one or more 
frontier nodes of t which is associated with some set of frontier nodes which is 
assigned a nonfinal state. 
Case I. Suppose there is a frontier node d which is never associated with any 
set of nodes. Then d is never assigned a state as part of a set of associated nodes. 
Compose to the frontier of t the tree a(aa)  at node d.: Call this new tree t'. 
The weight of t' is 3n q- 2 q- 1 = 3(n q- 1). Therefore, B recognizes t'. Since d 
does not belong to any set of associated nodes, then neither can any descednent 
nodes of d. Hence, the two new frontier nodes of t' not in t are not associated 
with any set of nodes. Therefore, B rejects t'. A contradiction. 
Case II. Suppose there is a frontier node d which is associated with a set of 
frontier nodes which are assigned a nonfinal state. Call this set D and the state s. 
Compose to the frontier of t the tree a~aa) at a frontier node not in D. Since there 
• . \ 
is a maximum number of nodes which can be associated m one set, that maximum 
dependent on M, t can always be selected so that this composition is possible. 
Call this new tree t'. The weight of t' is 3n q- 2 @ 1 = 3(n + 1). Therefore, 
B recognizes t'. Since t is a subtree of t' with the same root, the states assigned 
to sets of associated nodes of t are a subset of the states assigned to associated 
nodes of t'. Therefore, the nodes in t' corresponding to D are assigned s, a 
nonfinal state. B rejects t'. A contradiction. |
We turn now to examining the closure properties of the dCDTA. They are 
not closed under any of the Boolean operations: union, intersection, and 
negation. 
LEMMA 1. There is no dCDTA which recognizes the language 
L = {T<t l ( t2 )  t3<q) ) { n, m e I}, 
where t x = Ax( . . . (A ,~) ' . . ) ,  t2 = C I ( ' " (C ,~@)) ' " ) ,  t 3 = D I ( ' " (D~) ' "  >, t 4 = 
E I< ' " iE~<e) ) ' " ) ,  for i, j e m, A i = Aj = A, Ei = Ej = E, and for i, j e n, 
Ci = Cj = C, and Di = D~ = D. 
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that there is a dCDTA B = 
(S, M, So, F) which recognizesL. et k = ] S [. Select eL such that m = m 0 > k 
and n = n o > k. The values of m and n are independent. Therefore, B must 
associate some A's with some E's and some C's with some D's in order to 
determine whether their numbers are equal, since both m 0 and no are greater 
than k. At some point in the assignment process, B will associate A~o with some 
node in t 3 or t 4 . When it does so, one of two cases will arise. 
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Case I. A% is associated with D~ where r e n o . B recognizes t. Furthermore, 
since m o > k and n o > k there are subtrees 
du( ' " (A~+~) ' "}  and Dw('"(D~+z}"'} 
in t 1 and t 3 such that -//u is associated with D~: in some state s and _/tu+ ~ is 
associated with Dw+ ~ in the same state s. Therefore, B also recognizes all trees 
of the form 
{T < A~('"(A~o+~.(t2}}'" ) D~('"(Dno+~,~(t4})"') ] h ~I} 
which is not a subset ofL. A contradiction. 
Case II. A% is associated with E~ where r E m o . This case reduces to that of 
case I since n o is also greater than k. Hence, B recognizes trees not in L. A 
contradiction. |
THEOREM 8. The dCDTA are not closed under intersection. 
Proof. Let L' be the language 
L' = {T(tl(t2) t3(t4)  [ m, n,p ~I}, 
where t 1 = AI ( ' " (A~}' "} ,  t 2 = C, ( . . . (C , /c ) ) . . .} ,  t 3 = D, ( ' " (D~}' . ' ) ,  q = 
E l ( ' " (E~(e}} ' "} ,  for i , j~m,  A i=Ao.  =A,  EI=EO.-----E, for i, j en ,  
C~ = Co. = C, and for i, j ~ p, D i = Dj = D. Let L" be the similar language 
L" = {T<ql<q2 > q3<q~}} ] m, n, r eI}, 
where ql = A l ( ' " (An} ' "} ,  t~ = G( ' " (C~@}}'"} ,  t8 = DI ( ' " (D~}""  ), t 4 = 
E l ( ' " (E r (e )} ' "} ,  for i , j~m,  A i=Aj  =A,  for i , j~n ,  C i=  Cj =C,  
D~ = D 0. = D, and for i, j c r, E~ = Ej = E. L' is recognized by the dCDTA, 
B' = (S', M' ,  So, {s~}), where M'  is defined by 
(So, T<AD}) -+ (sl, AD), 
(sl, AD<D>) -~ (s,, AD), 
(sl , AD<E}) --~ (s2, AE), 
(s2 , A<A)  E (E})  --> (s2 , AE),  
(s~, A<C> E<e>) ~ (~f, e), G ,  C), 
(,~, c<c>) --, G ,  c), 
%,  c@)) -+ (~, ~). 
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L" is recognized by the similar dCDTA, B" ---- (S", M", so, {sl}), where M" is 
defined by 
(So, T (AD) )  --~ (s~ , AD),  
(s~ , A (A)D)  --~ (s~ , AD) ,  
(s~ , A<C)D)  -+ (s2 , CD), 
(s2 , C (C)  h (h ) )  --~ (s~ , CO), 
(s2 , C(c)  D(E) )  --+ (sf , c), (sa , E), 
(s3, E(E)) -+ (s3, E), 
(s~, E@>) ~ (sl, e). 
L = L 'n  L" is the same language as that shown in Lemma 1, which is not 
recognized by any dCDTA. | 
THEOREM 9. The dCDTA are not closed under complementation. 
Proof. Let B = (S, M, So, F) be the dCDTA defined in Example 4. Modify 
B as follows to give B':  
(1) Let P i  = Pz  U {a<aa)}. 
(2) Let S' = S u {s~}. 
(3) Let M '  = M v {(sl, a(ala2) ~ (s~, ala2) }. 
(4) F' = F. 
These modifications do not affect he language B; i.e., the languages of B and B'  
are equal. However, the input domain of B'  is a superset of the input domain of B. 
All trees in the difference of these two sets are rejected by B'  since some frontier 
nodes of trees in the difference will either be assigned nonfinal state s r or no state 
at all. 
We claim that the complement of the language of B' relative to its input 
domain PZ is not recognized by any dCDTA. Suppose by way of contradiction 
that there is a dCDTA B" which accepts/~ P~+ - -L .  Let t cL .  Then B" 
rejects t. Therefore, either there is one or more frontier nodes of t which is never 
associated with any set of nodes or there is one or more frontier nodes of t which 
is associated with a set of frontier nodes in a nonfinal state. 
Case I. Suppose there is a frontier node d which is never associated with 
a set of nodes. Then d is never assigned astate as part of a set of associated nodes. 
Compose to the frontier of t the tree a(aa)  at node d. Call this new tree t'. 
Then t' eL.  Therefore, B" recognizes t'. Since t is a subtree of t' with common 
root, if d is never assigned astate, then neither will any of the descendents of the 
node corresponding to d in t'. Hence, B" rejects t'. ~k contradiction. 
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Case II. Suppose there is a frontier node d which is associated with a set of 
frontier nodes which is assigned a nonfinal state. Call this set D and the state s. 
Compose to the frontier of t the tree a(aa)  at a frontier node not in D. There is 
a maximum number of nodes which can be associated in one set, so t can always 
be selected so that this composition is possible. Call this new tree t'. Then t' ~/~. 
Therefore, B" recognizes t'. Since t is a subtree of t' with the same root, the 
states assigned to the sets of nodes in t are a subset of the states assigned to the 
corresponding nodes in t'. Therefore, the nodes in t' corresponding to D are 
assigned s, a nonfinal state. All of these nodes are frontier nodes in t'. Therefore, 
B" rejects t'. A contradiction. | 
LEMMA 2. There is no dCDTA which recognizes the language 
L = {T(t l(t2) t3(t4)) in, re, p, qs I} ,  
where t 1 = At ( . " (A ,~} ' "} ,  t2 = C I ( ' " (C~(c)} ' "} ,  t3 = D I ( ' " (D~}'"} ,  t4 = 
E l ( ' . . (Eq(e}}. . . ) ,  for  i , j~m,  Ai  = A j  = A,  for i, j en ,  Ci = C~ = C, for 
i, j e p, D~ -= Dj = D for i, j e q, E~ = E~ = E, and either m = q or n = p. 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 2 is very similar to that of Lemma 1 and so it 
will only be sketched. Since the values of m and n are independent, he recog- 
nizing automaton must simultaneously check for both m = q and n = p. Hence 
a dCDTA which recognizes L will be forced to recognize the same trees outside 
of L constructed in the proof of Lemma 1. | 
THEOREM 10. The dCDTA are not closed under union. 
Proof. The language L of Lemma 2 is the union of the two languages L'  
and L" defined in the proof of Theorem 8 which were shown to be recognized 
by dCDTA.  L is not recognized by any dCDTA by Lemma 2. | 
Theorems 8, 9, and 10 proved that the dCDTA are not closed under any of the 
common Boolean operators: union, intersection, and complementation. We will 
also show that it is undecidable whether a dCDTA is empty. That result is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 11. This theorem directs itself to the 
yields of the languages recognized by dCDTA. Recall that the dCFTA could 
recognize only languages whose yield was context-free although they could 
recognize many languages which were not the derivation trees of context-free 
grammars. The dCDTA can in marked contrast o the dCFTA recognize trees 
whose yield is any recursively enumerable set. 
THEOREM 1 1. Each recursively enumerable set is the yieM of some dCDTA_ 
recognizable language. 
Proof. Each recursively enumerable set, W, is accepted by a deterministic 
643/38/I-7 
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Turing machine T. For each string w ~ W there is a sequence of instantaneous 
descriptions (a "run" of the automaton) of T acting on input w ending with T in 
a final state. Suppose W_C V+ where V is a finite alphabet. Pz + will be defined 
to include an encoding in tree form of the run of a Turing machine which 
accepts W. A dCDTA B will be defined which recognizes only accepting runs of 
that Turing machine. We next describe the encoding. 
Case I. All members of Wwith length one are treated as special cases having 
the trivial derivation tree A<w) where w ~ V. 
Case II. I f  w e W and I w l > 1, then the derivation tree corresponding to 
the run of the automaton T is shown in Fig. 5. At the top of the left branch is 
the initial configuration of T where reading "down" the tree is equivalent o 
reading across T's tape from left to right, h 0 is the initial state of T, #L and #R 
are the left and right tape boundaries, respectively, and input w is strung out 
one character per node on the branch. In an instantaneous description, the 
s 
1 J 
in_ W' 
/d  ° I 
i 
? 
~R 
wk_l 
~R 
w k 
FIG. 5. Derivation tree of a member of an arbitrary recursively enumerable s t. 
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read/write head always appears immediately to the left of the square the head is 
actually processing. If I~. is the flh instantaneous description, then I 1 is at the 
top of the left branch, !2 at the top of the right branch; if the run has m instan- 
taneous descriptions, then for each 2 < j < m, Ij is immediately below Ij_ 2 . 
For 1 ~< i ~< (k --  2), wi hangs off of the left branch at /1 -  w~-1 hangs off the 
bottom of the left branch; w k off of the bottom of the right branch. 
First note that a deterministic finite-state automaton can recognize whether 
or not all the I ' s  in a sequence are "wellformed"; i.e., that they each have a single 
head and that #L and #R always match up. (Note that this does not imply that a 
finite-state automaton can tell whether or not a sequence of I ' s  is a legitimate run 
of a Turing machine.) Therefore, by associating just nodes in the left branch and 
separately associating just nodes in the right branch, a dCDTA can recognize 
or reject trees on the basis of whether they are well-formed sequences of runs 
distributed in two branches. 
Second, Is-+, differs from Ij in only three squares as shown in Fig. 5. This 
corresponds to a "write and move left" or a "write and move right" operation 
by T. We can associate the top nodes of t corresponding to (a) I2n-1 and I2~ for 
positive integer n; and (b) I2n and I2~+1 for positive integer n. The state assign- 
ment will test whether I2,~_ 1 and I2~ (or I2n and I2~+1 ) are identical except at 
those squares where a move could have taken place. This area is entered as soon 
as a head symbol is encountered moving down the two descriptions I simul- 
taneously in the assignment process. I f  the first head encountered is from 
I2n (I2~+1), then T moved left and the state of the head is stored in the state of the 
associated nodes in anticipation of encountering the head of I~+l  (I~). Using 
this stored information, B can either assign a reject state if the change in tapes 
is not a legitimate transition or it can continue processing normally, checking 
the lower description pairs. In this manner B can recognize the accepting runs of 
T. 
Third, note that the frontier of derivation tree t is w 1 "" w~_2yz , where y and z 
should be wT~-i and wk, respectively. A dCDTA can easily check whether the 
wk_ 1 encountered in I 1 is the same character as y and whether w k encountered 
in I 1 is the same character as z since this involves recalling only a fixed amount 
of information independent of the size of w. 
A dCDTA can be constructed which performs all of these checks on the same 
tree. Then t is recognized if and only if I 1 .... , In  is an accepting run of T. 
Pz + is defined so that all accepting runs in encoded form are in it. Therefore, 
w e Wimplies there is an accepting run of T on w. This will be recognized by B. 
Thus the yiel d of the trees accepted by our constructed CDTA is the set of 
strings accepted by T which is W. | 
THEOREM 12. I t  is undecidabIe whether the language recognized by a dCDTA 
is empty. 
Proof. Let T be a Turing machine whose terminating instantaneous 
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descriptions are recognized by dCDTA B as described in the proof of 
Theorem 11. B recognizes at least one tree iff T halts on any input. But this 
problem is known to be undecidable. | 
4. ~ONDETERMINISTIC ONTEXT-DEPENDENT REE AUTOMATA 
We now turn out attention to nondeterministic CDT_A_ (ndCDTA). This 
model is particularly interesting because as is shown in Theorem 16, the 
ndCDTA can recognize a proper superset of the languages recognized by 
dCDTA.  They also exhibit different closure properties than the deterministic 
model, being closed under union, but not under intersection or complementation. 
DEFINITION 14. A nondeterminic context-dependent ree automaton 
(ndCDTA) is a 4-tuple (S, M, s o , F) where S is the state set; s o e S is the start 
state; F C S is the set of final states; and M is a function over a finite subset of 
2s×~Pz wr 
such that 
t {(s11' Dll)'"" (sin1' Pin1)) t 
M(s, C) = {{(sin1 ,:D,nl),..., (s¢~ ,:Dmn~)} }' 
where for i ~ m, j e n, sij e S and Di~ is an ordered subset of the nodes on the 
frontier of the elements of C. The ordering relation (as for dCDTA) is that node d 
of tree t ~ Di~ precedes node d' of tree t' ~ Di~ if (i) tree t precedes tree t' in the 
ordering of C; or (ii) t = t' and d precedes d' in the leftmost derivation of t with 
respect o Pz. In addition, if Di~ = DiT~, then sij ---- si~, and not every tree in C 
has height zero. | 
Jk ndCDTA differs from a dCDT/k in that a set of alternative state assignments 
and associations are possible for nondeterministic selection by the automaton. 
DEFINITION 15. A ndCDTA assigns tates to the nodes of t ~ Pz + as follows: 
(1) Initially, the root of t is assigned state So, and {root(t)} becomes a set 
of associated nodes. 
(2) Suppose {d 1 ,..., d,~} is an ordered set of associated nodes which have 
been assigned state s; d x ,..., d,n root trees ql ,-", qm, respectively in t; for each 
i e m, qi ~ Pi ; for i < j, qi precedes qj in a leftmost derivation of t; and 
t {(sn , Dn),'", (Sl~l ,:Dl~l)} t 
M(s ,~p l  ,..., P~}) = 
• ~ {(st, 'Dr,),..., (Srn~ ,"D,'nr)} 
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Nondeterministically select one member 
{(3il,  Dil),.", (Sini , Dini)} 
of M(s, {Pl ,..., P~})" For each Dij associate the frontier nodes of the members of 
ql,-.-, qm which correspond to the frontier nodes of Pl, . . . ,P~ in Dij,  and 
assign these associated nodes in ql ,.-., qm the state sis. | 
DEFINITION 16. A ndCDTA B recognizes tree t ~ Pz + if there is a non- 
deterministic choice of state assignments and node associations such that every 
set of associated nodes which has just frontier nodes belongs to at least one such 
state. Otherwise, B rejects t. The language of a ndCDTA is the set of trees 
which it recognizes. | 
The ndCDTA,  like the dCDTA, are not closed under intersection or com- 
plementation, but are closed under union. 
THEOREM 13. The ndCDTA recognizable languages are closed under union. 
Pro@ Let B 1 and B 2 be two ndCDTA. Assume without loss of generality 
that S 1 n S2 = s o , the common initial state of both machines, which is assigned 
only to the root of an input tree. Further assume that both B 1 and B2 have input 
defined over the same domain Pz +. Define 
(B1 w B~) = (Sl w S~, M, ~ M~, So, F~ u F~), 
where (M I k) ;~/e)(s0, (Pl . . . .  , Pn}) is 
M~(so, {p~ ,..., p~)) u M~(so, {Pl ,..., P,~)). 
If s 7 ~ s o then either s c 5:1 or s e 5: 2, but not both. Then for s ~ s 0, once s 
has been assigned to a set of associated nodes, the assignment of states to nodes 
which are descendents of the associated set will proceed just as it would for Bi 
where s ~ Si • Since (B 1 k3 B2) is nondeterministic, it can for the root of an input 
tree in state s o choose either a member of Ml(s0, {Pl ,"', P~}) or a member of 
M2(so, {Pl, '",Pn}), the intersection of these two sets being empty since 
S 1 ~ S~ = {so}. Hence, if t is recognized by B i , then there is a nondeterministic 
choice of elements in (M 1 u M2) which causes (B 1 u B2) to behave like B i and 
recognize t. Similarly, if t is rejected by both B i , then there is no nondeter- 
ministic choice of elements in (1141 ~ 3¢2) which causes (B 1 U B2) to recognize 
t. | 
THEOREM 14. The ndCDTA recognizable languages are not closed under 
intersection. 
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Proof. The same as the proof of Theorem 8. Lemma 1 also holds for 
ndCDTA. This is easy to show and is left as an exercise for the reader. | 
THEOREM 15. The ndCDTA recognizable languages are not closed under 
complementation. 
Proof. Closure under complementation a d union would imply closure 
under intersection. Theorem 13 proved closure under union. Theorem 14 
proved nonclosure under intersection. | 
TI-IEOREM 16. The languages recognized by deterministic CDTA are a proper 
subset of the languages recognized by nondeterministic CDTA. 
Proof. Clearly, every dCDTA is also a ndCDTA. To show the inclusion is 
proper consider the language formed from the set of trees over Pz = a (aa) 
whose weight is divisible by 3. The proof of Theorem 7 showed this language is 
not recognized by any dCDTA but that it is recognized by a ndCFTA. Every 
ndCFTA is isomorphic to some ndCDTA. | 
DEFINITION 17. A monadic tree Xo(Xl(...(x,)".)) is said to be similar to the 
character string XoX 1 "" x~ and conversely. Furthermore, a CDTA whose 
transition mapping is defined over a set of monadic trees NIT and which accepts 
a subset AMT of MT is said to be similar to a finite state string automaton whose 
transition mapping is defined over the set of strings which are similar to the 
members of MT and accepts trings which are similar to the members of ANIT, 
and conversely. [ 
LEIVlMA 3. For every CDTA whose transition mapping is defined over a set of 
monadic trees, there is a similar finite state string automaton, and conversely. 
Pro@ The transition mapping M of the CDTA on a tree x(y) ,  M(s, x(y)),  
containing s' is equivalent to the transition mapping N of the finite state string 
automaton N(N(s, x), y) containing s', where N(s, x) is an intermediate state. For 
every nondeterministic finite-state string automaton, there is a deterministic 
finite-state string automaton which is equivalent to it. I f  N(N(s, x), y) = s' in the 
deterministic automaton, then define M(s, x(y))  to be s'. | 
THEOREM 17. There is a recursive set of trees not recognized by any non- 
deterministic CDTA. 
Proof. By Lemma 3, the set of trees of the form 
S(A I ( ' " (A~(B I ( ' " (Bn) ' " ) ) ) ' " ) )  
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where Ai = A and Bi = B for i e n is recognized by a ndCDTA if and only 
if the set A'~B n is recognized by a nondeterministic finite-state automaton. 
This latter set is well known to be nonregular. | 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
A new family of tree automata, the context-dependent tree automata (CDTA) ,  
have been defined and their properties studied. The  CDTA are able to recognize 
a much broader class of languages than are the standard tree automata defined 
in the literature. To demonstrate his increase in power, we have shown that the 
deterministic CDTA can recognize trees whose yield is an arbitrary recursively 
enumerable s t. 
To gain a better perspective of the automaton family studied here, Fig. 6 
shows the relationships between various tree automaton models defined here and 
elsewhere. The automaton model at the initial node of an arc recognizes a subset 
ndCDTA 
n diTA 
dCDTA.< dCFTA 
dSTA 
FIG. 6. Relationships between automaton models. Key: nd = nondeterministic, 
d = deterministic, CD = context dependent, S = standard. 
of the languages recognized by the automaton model at the final node of that arc. 
A double arrow therefore indicates equality, while a single arrow indicates proper 
subset. 
Tree transducers have been shown to be a useful model for language trans- 
lation (&ho and Ullman, 1969; Buttelmann, 1974; Pyster, 1975; Rounds, 1970). 
However, traditional tree transducers are too weak to handle many interesting 
cases that actually arise in programming and natural languages. It is hoped that 
the model of tree automaton developed here can serve as a basis for defining 
more powerful tree transducers for use in translation. Indeed, some preliminary 
work in this area has already been reported (Pyster, 1975). 
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